EASTER TREASURE HUNT BY CAR
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
Table Rock, Nebraska
April 11, 2020
CO-SPONSORED BY
THE TABLE ROCK COMMUNITY CLUB
&
THE TABLE ROCK RESCUE SQUAD

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HUNT #3 (corrected)
Pick ONE of the hunts. Follow the clues get to the Office of the Easter Bunny for
your treats. You may start at any time after 11 am on Saturday, April 11, and you
must arrive at the Office of the Easter Bunny between 1:15 and 2:15 pm on Saturday, April 11!
Use the clues below to find a letter of the alphabet. Go to the place that fits the
clue. DO NOT GET OUT OF YOUR CAR. There will be an alphabet letter in
plain sight.
Write the letter on the work sheet, then unmix them to make the magic word.
The last clue will take you to the Office of the Easter Bunny. There, the Easter
Bunny must practice plenty of social distancing. DO NOT GET OUT OF YOUR
CAR! Yell the magic word, the Easter Bunny will get a bag of treats for each
(little) kid in the car!
If you get stuck, you may contact the Helpline at the Office of the Easter Bunny at
the following phone # between the hours of 11 a.m. & 2 p.m.: 310-617-3524
CLUES
1. Railroad crossing, look out for the cars! When trains pulled by steam locomotives used to leave Table Rock headed for Denver, where do you think was the
crossing nearest to downtown Table Rock?
The letter at the crossing in question is: _____
2.
Go to Lower Town where Tom and Dolly Williams used to live in a tiny old
house. After that, somebody used to saw a lot of logs there.
The letter there is: _____

3. This brick building was built as a livery stable in 1900 – they kept horses there,
before cars existed. Then horses were replaced by horsepower.
The letter there is: ___
4.
Back in the day, when the marching band practiced downtown each year, this
is the place where they started, in the shadow of the highest structure in town.
The letter there is: ____
5.
This is the place where Tami Gilbert used to jump a lot. One time, she took a
run and jumped over 5’2” into the air. Bet you can’t do that!
The letter there is: ____
6.
Long ago, John Gere was “Killed by Indians.” Go to the side of the cemetery nearest his grave.
The letter there is: ____
7.
Go to the oldest BUILDING in Table Rock. It was built in 1871. That’s 149
years ago. If you are 10 years old, it is almost 15 times older than you are!
The letter there is: _____
LAST CLUE: It is between the place where all the books are and the place where
there is lots of money. It is all white. Today, it is the Table Rock Branch of the
Office of the Easter Bunny. Go there now!
Yell your magic word to the Easter Bunny! DON’T GET OUT OF YOUR CAR.
Just roll the windows down and yell and she will get you a treat!
THE MAGIC WORD: PUT ALL THE LETTERS HERE,
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____
NOW USE THEM TO MAKE THE MAGIC WORD:
Every year, we celebrate the ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ of Easter!

